
VISION WORKSHOP: What are your community's VALUES?
Safety, education, anti-pollution, equality in services, ongoing revision of aspects of the plan to either maintain or grow the, differently if unsuccessful.

Respect for native culture before growth and greed, safe water, industrial control, commercial growth as needed and not runnng wild, balancing a 
budget and working within, not borrowing against future

respect for ALL including native culture AND newcomers and visitors alike.

Aloha spirit.
Giving back and taking care of our neighbors.
Carefully controlled growth when it benefits the community, such as a West MAUI Hospital.

neighbor helping neighbor
looking out for one another
be supportive of our political leaders
vote for change if needed
keep Lahaina as a true historic area

Respect and Aloha

1. Social and cultural justice
2. Church
3. Education
4. Community service
5. Preservation

1. Safety and welcoming environment
2. Trust with one another
3. Less beurocratic policies and procedures
4. Keep the "Small Town" Feel

*Safety
*Respect for diversity and rights of all across all income classes
*Cleanliness
*Giving back/philanthropy

Education.
Education.
Education.



VISION WORKSHOP: What are your community's VALUES?
Respect
Repair/restore/maintain
Kindness
Positive growth, keeping future of our children in mind.
Safety
Beauty
Opportunity

education
sharing and caring for your neighbors
positive business incentives that help create jobs
help with creating opportunities
safe environment
healthy environment

Racial, ethnic and origin mutual understanding and mutual respect.  Promote public spaces and access by everyone and a sense that everyone and no 
one owns those spaces.

A community that watches out for and cares for each other and our land, beach and ocean resources, values our way of life not becoming like 
Oahu/mainland. Opportunity for keiki at school and after

The true aloha spirit.

Respect each other and the 'aina
Helping one another
sharing work load and responsibilities
Pride
Aloha
Love and Appreciation

Aloha. Giving everyone a say. Accepting of differences. Respect for elders and tradition. Embracing better/new ideas. Nurturing young people - giving 
them hope.Education and healthy lifestyle.Creative

Supporting forums such as this one so we can get input from the west side. Keep an open mind about what we can and should reasonably acheive. We 
need understand our unique position in world tourism


	responses

